

    
    Congratulations!... By ordering today, 
you'll instantly SAVE 43%. Please start shopping...
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                    AlphaViril™

                    Testosterone Booster & Hormone Balancer*
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                    Testosterone Booster & Hormone Balancer*
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                    A 24+ year, doctor-formulated vegan pill that works for men of any age. Promotes youthful hormone balance (Total & Free Testosterone, estrogen, DHT, etc.) supporting healthy "drive & performance", stamina & prostate function.* Contains patented, scientifically researched, Non-GMO ingredients.

                


                
                    
                        Valuable Benefits Promoting:

                        
                            
                                	Boost in total & free testosterone.*
	Youthful hormonal balance (DHT, estrogen, prolactin, cortisol).*
	Enhanced "desire & drive" (harder & bigger response).*
	Improved muscle & strength gains.*
	Unwanted belly fat burner.*
	Enhanced energy, stamina & mood.*
	Healthy prostate function.*


                            

                        

                    

                    
                        Important Highlights:

                        
                            
                                	One year guarantee + $100 cash back.
	24+ year proven track record.
	[image: ] 3187+ (4.7 / 5) reviews.
	Doctor formulated.
	Clinically researched ingredients.
	Extra strength, "all-in-one" vegan pill.
	Verified certification of analysis.


                            

                        

                    

                

            
 
        
        
 
    
 




    
        
        
            
                Guaranteed Results or
 Refund + $100.00

                [image: ]
                We've been in business since 1996 and online since 1999. We KNOW our formulas work and prove it with scientific studies. 

                That's why we give you an 1 YEAR to try our products risk-free.

                However, because AlphaViril™ is so effective and works quickly, we guarantee healthy hormone levels in 30 days, or receive a full refund + an additional $100.00 cash back!†
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                        Discounts Expire: 
THIS Fri, Apr 12th

                        
                        

                            
                                Subscribe & Save
                                
                                    
                                    Easy Auto-ship

                                
                            

                            
                                
                                
                                    MOST POPULAR
                                    

                                    
                                        Try 1 Bottle
                                        30-day supply
                                    

                                    
                                        $39.97 $69.97

                                        Save $30.00 (43%)
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                                One Time Purchase
                                or 4 interest-free payments with [image: ] 

                            

                            
                                
                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Try 1 Bottle
                                        30-day supply
                                    

                                    
                                        $49.97 $69.97

                                        Save $20.00 (28%)

                                    

                                

                                
                                    

                                    
                                        Try 2 Bottles
                                        60-day supply
                                    

                                    
                                        $44.97 each

                                        Save $50.00 (35%)

                                    

                                

                                
                                    BEST VALUE
                                    

                                    
                                        Try 3 Bottles
                                        90-day supply
                                    

                                    
                                        $39.97 each

                                        Save $30.00 (43%)

                                    

                                
                                
                            


                            You can change quantity during checkout.

                        


                    
    

                    
                    
                    
 
                            
                    
                    
                    

                        
                            Add To Cart & Save 
                            Add To Cart & Save 
							Add To Cart & Save 
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                                Free Shipping (USA $99+ / Int. $249+)
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			7 year user

			for all the guys out there who aren't sure if this will work, don't feel good, have been ripped off or whatever - AlphaViril WORKS! I've been using it over 7 years. It's changed my life!!! That's all I have to say =)
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			saved my relationship

			I hate to admit it, but my lack of drive and performance had really started to cause issues with my lady. I didn't feel like a "man". She wasn't feeling attracted. It's been almost 2 months of using Alpha-Viril and I feel like a man again and it's literally saved my relationship.
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			3 bottle feedback

			I bought 3 bottles. I just finished the last pill, it's been almost 4 months (I took some breaks). I feel more driven. My workouts are better. More energized. Higher "drive" too. All positives.
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			morning happiness

			my "guy" wakes up now, at "full attention" every morning again, like it used to when I was younger. You really feel a lot more MANLY because of Alphaviril =)
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			be patient

			I've tried other t-boosters, none of them worked. This one does, but it took a little while. Almost 2-3 weeks (end of my first bottle) before I noticed some of positives (like way more DRIVE and energy). End of the second bottle, I've felt even more. Hopefully I'll continue to see more benefits over time 
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			better prostate urination

			It's really improved my peeing at night, that's the main benefit I noticed so far. =)) 

		


			
		
		

		
		
		

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
 

	
    	
	



    
    
        
    
    
        
    


         

    





    
        
             
                What Really Causes "Low T Levels"
& How To Improve It  Quickly!

            

             
                What Really Causes "Low T Levels" & How To Improve It  Quickly!


                In this video, Dr. Sam Robbins reveals the primary causes & problems associated with  "Low-T". Additionally, how your goal should be "TOTAL" hormone balance. 

                
                This mean, optimizing numerous hormones (estrogen, DHT, cortisol, etc.), so  you can have youthful & healthy hormone levels long-term.
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                Supplement Facts

                
                    [image: ]
                    AlphaViril's 24+ years of success & popularity is because the "all-in-one" formula improves results & saves you time + money.

                    View Supplement Panel 
                

            


            
                Ingredient Benefits
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                    Discover WHY specific ingredients were selected & HOW they work. Achieve your health goals quickly, safely & with less effort.

                    View Ingredient Benefits 
                

            


            
                How To Use
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                    Each bottle contains 90 extra-strength veggie caps, typically lasting 30 days... Depending on your specific goals & speed of results.

                    View Detailed Instructions 
                

            

            
            
                Questions & Answers
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                    You may still have some questions that the above information didn't answer. If so, please view our Frequently Asked Questions section.

                    View Detailed FAQ's 
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    Sezzle it now. Pay us back later.

    Check out with Sezzle and split your entire order into
4 interest-free payments over 6 weeks.

    [image: ]
    
        
            No Interest, Ever
Plus no fees if you pay on time

        

        
            No Impact to Your
Credit Score

        

        
            Instant Approval
Decisions

        

    

    Just select Sezzle at checkout!

    Subject to approval.
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				Buy 1, Get 1 FREE

				
			

            
                Improving testosterone levels & hormonal balance is a LONG-TERM goal!

				That's why we'd like to offer you a FREE bottle today when you try just one more bottle of AlphaViril™.

				Get more & save more, with today's ONE time offer. 


				
					
						
                            
							
							
							Yes, I Want FREE Bottle & Save Money
						
	
					

					No Thanks, I Don't Like Free Stuff
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				Buy 2, Get 1 FREE

				
			

            
				Smart move buying in bulk and saving more money!🎉💰

				Let's continue the savings with an extra FREE bottle today, when you try 2 more bottles of AlphaViril™

				Get more & save more, with today's ONE time offer. 


				
					
						
                            
							
							
							Yes, I Want FREE Bottle & Save Money
						
	
					

					No Thanks, I Don't Like Free Stuff
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                    🛑Don't Leave Empty Handed

                    How to dramatically improve your testosterone & sex drive in less than 7 days, naturally!...
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                            Claim Your FREE Guide + Bonus Savings
                        

                        Life-Time Savings. Unsubscribe Any Time.

                    

                
                 
            
 
        

    



    
    
        
            
                
                    
                    
                    🎁FREE Gift For Stopping By

                    How to dramatically improve your testosterone & sex drive in less than 7 days, naturally!...
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	Guarantee
	Made In USA
	Tested & Certified


    
    
        
    © 1999-2024 - All Rights Reserved

        	Contact
	 Privacy
	 Legal
	 Terms
	 Disclosures
	 Referral & Affiliate
	Dr. Sam's Blog


    

            
        
            * As with all information, products & services, results are not guaranteed  and will vary from one individual to another.

            It's unknown if the presence of an ingredient will impede the efficiency of another. Please consult with your doctor.

            Statements made, or products sold through this web site, have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. 

            They are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. [Read More]
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